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Future Clients
  
The Square Golf Ball received a lot of interest and generated a lot of excitement during the recent 
Souvenir & Gift Show in Las Vegas, NV. As expected, most of the buyers represented vacation 
destinations, resorts and golf courses. But one potential buyer stood far apart from the rest due to their 
truly unique type of souvenir store – the US Mint. The US Mint has a large gift shop at both the 
Philadelphia, PA and Denver, CO mint locations.  The Square Golf Ball caught their eye and we’re now in 
the fi nal stages of setting up production for the US Mint. Who would have thought? We know The Square 
Golf Ball is extremely versatile and has a very wide buyer span, but even this opportunity caught us by 
surprise. But in hindsight, the US Mint is a perfect outlet – people from across the country and across the 
globe visit the US Mint annually and are wanting to take home a remembrance of their visit. The Square 
Golf Ball offers a perfect solution – something terribly unique, for an operation so terribly unique in itself. 
By the way – for those who may not know, tours of the Philadelphia or Denver US Mint facilities is 
completely free, and no reservations are needed, even for large groups. The experience is eye opening 
and the history second-to-none. So do yourself a favor when you happen to be in one of these cities, and 
take the 60-90 minute self-paced self-guided tour. And after you’ve taken in all the wonders that go into 
making US money – stop by the gift shop and check out The Square Golf Ball.
  


